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Most consumers have returned fashion merchandise bought online in the past year, with common causes tied to fit
issues and a difference between ecommerce imagery and reality.

According to a new report from Yotpo, only 12 percent of shoppers say they have not returned any fashion
merchandise in the past year. Returns can eat into retailers’ bottom lines, but providing enough context and
information through features such as user-generated content can help consumers anticipate what to expect.
"UGC can definitely have an impact when it comes to cutting down on returns," said Raj Nijjer, vice president of
marketing at Yotpo. "T he user reviews and photos are key here, especially when it comes to product quality and fit.
"Shoppers trust other shoppers when they read reviews about how items fit, and it's even more powerful when the
review is accompanied by a photo," he said. "T he same holds true for quality. T he feel of fabric, intricate detail on a
product, how well-made it is are important to shoppers.
"No one wants to buy a garment that's going to fall apart in three wears, even if it is cute. Reviews and photos can
open shoppers' eyes when it comes to quality, and photos help demonstrate what's great – or not so great –
workmanship."
Yotpo's report is based on a survey of 2,000 U.S. consumers who do at least half of their fashion shopping online.
Curbing returns
T he ease of ecommerce returns has led shoppers to buy beyond what they plan to keep. T wo-thirds say they
intentionally purchase with plans to return part of their orders at least sometimes.
Buying more with plans to return merchandise could partly be due to wanting to reach a free shipping threshold,
which 88 percent of shoppers say they have done.
However, this tactic is also driven by uncertainty.
Fit was the number one reason why consumers return garments, with 79 percent saying they have sent back at item

due to sizing or quality. Part of the reason why consumers overbuy is because they purchase multiple sizes to see
what works.
Helping consumers make confident decisions revolves partly around word of mouth.
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Ninety-eight percent of shoppers say that reviews are an important factor in making purchase choices. Additionally,
66 percent of shoppers look to reviews for clues about how an item fits.
Retailers can encourage feedback on sizing by including ratings, and Yotpo suggests that stores include all reviews
regardless of whether they are good or bad to help give a clearer picture.
Another reason behind returns is the gap between product imagery and how it looks in person, cited by 49 percent of
respondents.
Similarly to how written reviews can have an impact, 93 percent of consumers say that being able to see shopper
photos is important to them. Additionally, 72 percent consider customer-created videos to be important.
When brands do not offer customer photos, either through user-generated content galleries or reviews, consumers
often will do their own research. Forty-two percent have done online image searches for specific products to see
how they will actually look.
Having these features on a brand-operated ecommerce site is important, since 71 percent of consumers prefer to
purchase fashion directly from a brand’s Web site.
T he brand Web site is also an important step on the path to purchase, since 41 percent say they discovered their latest
purchase while browsing a brand’s own platform.
Along with branded ecommerce, 48 percent say they got inspiration from social media. T his is even higher for
millennial and Gen Z shoppers, 54 percent of whom took inspiration from social media.
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Similarly to product decisions, the discovery of new brands leans on word of mouth, with 85 percent of shoppers
likely to buy from a new brand if their friend recommends it. Six in 10 consumers say they would recommend
brands to friends or family, presenting an opportunity for labels to incentivize referrals.
In other good news for fashion brands, 65 percent of respondents say they are loyal to particular labels.
Rewards programs can help establish and build even better relationships. Ninety percent of shoppers would enroll
in a loyalty program for a brand they love, and 93 percent would be more apt to shop with a new brand that has a
loyalty program in place.
"Consumers are king and they always want, and even expect, a little something extra," Mr. Nijjer said. "Amazon
shoppers now have the option to earn $5 dollar credits every time they opt to delay an order, and free shipping is the
norm.
"D2C shoppers are no different," he said. "Ninety-three percent say they are more likely to buy from a brand if that
brand rewards them with discounts, VIP access to products and deals, free shipping, etc."
Ecommerce outlook
As clothing becomes one of the fast-growing sectors in ecommerce, consumers are also shopping online for
apparel at a greater frequency.
According to the 2019 U.S. Forecast on Apparel Shopping T rends from Elite SEM's CPC Strategy, the majority of
millennial and Gen Z shoppers are purchasing apparel from ecommerce giant Amazon more than any other Web
site. While many luxury fashion brands have steered clear of Amazon, the platform is becoming a bigger player in
apparel retail, particularly among younger consumers (see story).
Revenue in fashion ecommerce continues to increase across devices, despite consumers actually spending less
time shopping online through briefer mobile sessions.
According to a new report from ecommerce platform Nosto, the average revenue per visit (RPV) increased globally
by 33 percent on desktop and 38 percent on mobile from the beginning to end of 2018. However, online fashion
shoppers still spend more time browsing on desktop than mobile devices (see story).
"T he real opportunity for luxury fashion labels operating their own ecommerce store is that it provides an essential
foundation for creating a community of engaged and loyal customers that keep coming back to support their brand,"
Mr. Nijjer said. " Additionally, if a luxury label doesn't have a direct to consumer ecommerce presence, they are
doing themselves a disservice, as nearly 71 percent of consumers would rather buy directly from a brand online
versus via a third-party retailer."
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